CSE 470 Group 7 Meeting Minutes
Monday, 01-28-2002

- Meeting began at 9:00 pm.

- As discussed at our initial meeting in lab, we all brought initial possible class diagrams - these were discussed to get a feel for the problem in general.

- After discussing the problem specification for a while, it was agreed that we needed to establish a standardized data dictionary for the project, to clarify terms with ambiguous meaning like “auctioneer” and client. The rest of the meeting was spent hashing out a list of terms. Ed agreed to type the list and e-mail it to the group within the next week.

- Roles were decided as follows: Project Manager - Edward Glowacki, Project Facilitator - Cheryl Carlson, Documentation Manager - Kristina Johnson, Research Coordinator - Paul Wiles

- Cheryl offered to take the job of creating/maintaining the website.

- A regular weekly meeting time was set for Mondays at 6:30 in the Snake lab.

- Meeting came to an end at 11:00 pm.